
Step into a venue where the timeless allure of Art Deco 
meets contemporary adaptability, and every detail, from the 
majestic hall to the exclusive adjoining spaces, contributes 
to an event that is truly exceptional.



Freemasons’ Hall: 
A Grand Canvas for Unforgettable Events

Freemasons’ Hall, a beacon of sophistication in London’s West End, offers a distinctive venue for 
corporate and private events. Completed in 1933 with timeless Art Deco architecture, this iconic 
space transcends typical event locations. The Grand Temple, seating up to 1,350, exudes an air 
of elegance, making it perfect for conferences, awards ceremonies, and exclusive gatherings. Its 
Hollywood cameo in productions like The Crown and Spectre adds a touch of glamour. Strategically 
located in Covent Garden, the venue blends convenience with opulence, ensuring a seamless 
experience for your guests.

 Choosing Freemasons’ Hall isn’t just about hosting an event; it’s about making a statement, 
combining history, style, and convenience to create a truly distinguished corporate occasion.



Grand Temple at Freemasons’ Hall: 
A Majestic Venue for Unforgettable Events

Immerse yourself in the striking Art Deco splendour of the Grand Temple at Freemasons’ Hall, 
where historic opulence and contemporary design unite to shape an extraordinary event venue. 
This iconic space Grade II space, offers fixed theatre-style seating for up to 1,350, making it perfect 
for conferences, seated awards ceremonies, graduations, and concerts with enchanting acoustics.

What sets this venue apart is not just its stunning design but also the inclusion of adjoining 
smaller rooms.  These additional spaces, seamlessly integrated into the hire, offer options for 
refreshments, break-out areas, or private meetings, enhancing the overall event experience.

Exclusive access from the Tower Doors further elevates your event, ensuring a seamless transition 
between the Grand Temple and its accompanying spaces.



Vestibules at Freemasons’ Hall: 
A Masterpiece of Versatility and Elegance

The Vestibules at Freemasons’ Hall are a haven of sophistication, offering a unique backdrop 
for a variety of events. With a standing capacity of 450, this exceptional venue can seamlessly 
transform into three distinct spaces using decorative dividing doors, each exuding its thematic 
allure. Accessible exclusively through the grand Tower doors and a sweeping marble staircase, the 
Vestibules provide a grand entrance that befits their Art Deco magnificence.

Beyond their impressive capacities, the Vestibules’ charm lies in their adaptability. Ideal for 
glamorous parties, dinners, conferences, receptions, filming, and fashion shows, this extraordinary 
space accommodates diverse occasions with unparalleled grace.



Gallery and Ante Room: 
Timeless Elegance for Distinctive Gatherings

The Gallery Suite is a spacious and striking room, with high ceilings, natural light and traditional art 
deco features. It is an ideal space for daytime meetings and conferences with theatre style seating 
for 220 or cabaret for 100. The room can include a large screen and projector, small stage, in house 
PA and microphones. 

The adjacent Ante Room offers a charming space for refreshments and drinks receptions. Making 
the combination of spaces perfect for evening diner dances, awards and reception style events.
In this ground floor ensemble, each space contributes to a grand event experience, where 
sophistication meets practicality.



Grand Officers Room and Robing Rooms
At the end of the Processional Corridor you’ll find the Grand Officers’ Robing Room with a maximum 
capacity of 80 seated (theatre style or round tables) or 150 standing. Flooded with natural daylight and 
adorned with grand portraits, this ornate room lends itself to dinners or intimidate meetings. This novel 
space adjoining the Vestibules is can serve a multitude of functions. Be it, breakout space, pop up bars, 
casual seating or catering space.

Old Boardroom

With a capacity for up to 60 guests, The Old Boardroom is an impactful venue for intimate dinners or 
focused meetings. Partially wood-panelled, this distinctive space radiates a timeless ambiance, setting the 
stage for impactful and unique event experiences. Perfectly suited as a breakout space for the Gallery Suite, 
the Old Boardroom complements its grandeur with an inviting atmosphere. The Old Boardroom stands as a 
versatile space that effortlessly blends classic charm with contemporary adaptability. 

Other Spaces 



More Information

Capacities

Reception Dinner / 
Seated

Theatre Cabaret

Gallery Suite 220 220 220 80 (16x5)

Ante Room 150 80 80 N/A

Old 
Boardroom

60 60 60 60

Grand 
Temple**

N/A N/A 1350 N/A

Grand Temple 
Staged *

1200 450 1000 300

Vestibules 1138 450 TBC TBC

*This space requires contracting an external company and therefore holds additional costs.
** Lower level theatre capacity is 900



-Exclusive guest entrance 
-Event lighting
-In-house AV
-Staging 
-Dedicated cloakroom and restrooms 
-Banqueting furniture 
-Late license until 0200 
-Complimentary WIFI

Facilities Available

As a dry hire space, we encourage collaboration with your chosen suppliers, ensuring your event reflects 
your unique vision. Beyond hosting events, your venue hire helps support the maintenance of our Grade 
II listed building. We appreciate every occasion held within our walls, as it contributes to the ongoing 
preservation of Freemasons’ Hall. Join us in creating memorable moments in a space that not only serves 
your needs but also plays a modest role in the care and upkeep of our historic venue

How To Find Us

We are situated between Holborn and Covent Garden stations within walking distance to ample 
buses and a short distance to Waterloo and Kings Cross. 

For more information please get in touch at info@FreemasonsHall.com or 020 7395 9295


